EMployment opporTunIty

luminaria sprItes

up to 28 hours per week in december, with possibility of extension.
hourly rate: $16.43
schedule varies, weekend and evening work is required.

the university of alberta botanic garden is seeking enthusiastic individuals with a passion for the dramatic arts to join our team for our december luminaria event! luminaria sprites are costumed actors who provide a touch a whimsy and magic to this event. this is an excellent opportunity for those interested in furthering their drama and acting abilities. this is a fast-paced, physical position that provides joy to many.

duties
- do your own hair and make up
- prepare and dress in provided costume
- wander the garden interact with the public (in a safe and socially distanced way)
- maintain character (dancing, humming and other spritely movements)
- maintain costume (ie. replace batteries when they burn out)
- other duties as required

qualifications and requirements
- must be outgoing and energetic
- must be reliable, flexible, responsible, mature, outgoing, personable and tactful
- ability to work with little or no supervision, and in a team environment
- must genuinely enjoy working with the general public, and with groups of various ages and cultural backgrounds
- must enjoy working outside
- flexibility to accommodate a varied work schedule; evening and weekend work is required
- previous drama and acting experience is an asset
- first aid and cpr an asset
- must possess a valid class 5 driver’s license
- must have a vehicle, as the garden is not accessible by public transportation
- job training is provided

to apply:
send resume along with a cover letter to:
jerlynn rycroft
university of alberta botanic garden
jerlynn@ualberta.ca

application deadline: november 16, 2020
we thank all applicants, however only successful candidates will be contacted.